News

New Report Shows Smart Thermostats Most Cost
Effective and Scalable Way to Decarbonise Homes
in the UK’s Heat and Buildings Strategy
Gemserv’s new report finds that smart thermostats are 10 times more cost
effective per £100 spent at decarbonisation than the next best alternatives; solar
PV, heat pumps and insulation.
London, 19 October 2021: With heating and cooling of homes accounting for 14% of the UK’s energy
consumption, housing stock urgently needs decarbonising in order to lower emissions 55% by 2030
and achieve net-zero1.
To realise these goals and reduce CO2 emissions, approximately £1.3 billion has been reserved in the
Heat and Building Strategy for energy efficiency2. Decarbonisation is a huge challenge for
governments,and any spending must be used as effectively and efficiently to not incur higher costs to
the taxpayer.
A new report produced by research consultancy Gemserv looked at the four most common methods
of decarbonising homes in UK and Europe and found that compared to solar PV, heat pumps, and
insulation, smart thermostats offered the most cost effective first step to decarbonisation based on the
upfront cost and carbon saved.
On average a smart thermostat from tado° saves 22% of energy used in homes across UK, based on
data provided by over 1 million connected thermostats3. If all 24.7 million homes in UK were equipped
with smart thermostats, the total carbon emissions across UK could fall by 3%, a sizeable contribution4.
According to tado°, the cost for implementing smart thermostats in all UK homes would be
approximately £4.19 billion (£4,199,000,000). To achieve the same rollout through other infrastructure
would be much more costly; the next best alternative heat pumps require ten times the investment at
£209 billion (£209,950,000,000), £303 billion (£303,810,000,000) for insulation, solar PV being £76
billion (£76,570,000,000); sizeable portion of the UK’s funds.

Source: Decarbonisation of Heat: Why it Needs Innovation, 18 March 2020
UK Heat and Building Strategy
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/102
6507/heat-buildings-strategy.pdf
3 Average savings from over 1,000,000 connected thermostats, data provided by tado GmbH.
4 24.7 million homes and a 22% saving on 14% of energy coming from homes.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/987
564/Dwelling_Stock_Estimates_31_March_2020_Release.pdf
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The report also highlights that in order for the UK to achieve its targets for CO2 emissions these
measures must work in tandem. Heat pumps, insulation and solar PV are all recognised methods of
decarbonising for the future, and will each play an important role in achieving the net-zero goal of 2050.
Heat pumps, solar PV, smart thermostats and insulation can all play a large role in decarbonising a
single home together.
“Intelligently controlled low carbon heating, renewable electricity generation, and insulation upgrades
will all play a key role in household decarbonisation. However, this report demonstrates that smart
thermostats offer consistent financial returns, whilst saving carbon – unique amongst the four
technologies we have analysed” says Christopher Lewis, Economic Analyst at Gemserv.

Christian Deilmann, Co-Founder and CPO of tado° the leader in intelligent home climate
management says “The European Green Deal needs to recognise these findings, and use their
budget wisely to make a real difference on an international level. Smart thermostats clearly offer the
most cost efficient use of taxpayer funds”

“If policymakers were to incentivise the uptake of smart thermostats as they have for other measures,
homes would waste less energy and our net-zero target would be achieved much sooner and at lower
cost,” Deilmann continued.
The report was peer reviewed by Dr. Tim Forman, Senior Research Associate, University Cambridge
who says “Smart thermostats show compelling potential to reduce energy demand, thereby reducing
energy-related carbon emissions, based on the study assumptions.”

With the low-barrier for entry, and ease of use, policymakers, governments and building regulators
should recognise this study and bring about government incentives for smart thermostats in-line with
the European Green Deal’s Renovation Wave and to better help foster smart thermostat’s up-take.
To read the report please visit http://www.tado.com/Energy-Efficiency. For more information on Smart
Thermostats and their benefits visit www.tado.com.
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Gemserv is an expert provider of professional services in a world driven by data and technology. It is
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